Ink

create your own custom blend from our
a la carte calligraphy addressing menu
2.50

mail-to address . basic layout . black acrylic ink

.75

return address . on envelope flap . black acrylic ink

.50

inner envelope . names inscribed . black acrylic ink

.25

upgrade . custom color or metallic ink

.25

upgrade . specialty layout or extra flourishing

.25

special handling is sometimes needed for envelopes
that are lined, dark colors, heavily textured or soft

what is a “basic layout” for addressing?
the mailing information is centered horizontally
on your envelope and the zip code
is lettered on the last line
the beautiful basic layout

we are happy to provide you with an advance
estimate for your custom calligraphy addressing
payment: 50% deposit at booking confirmation
with balance due upon completion

what is a “specialty layout” for addressing?
the mailing information is lettered in a customized way
that adds a bit of the unusual to what people expect to see
on an envelope...but with a keen eye
on postal service delivery guidelines
oh so many possibilities!
here are just two

how long does it take to hand-letter
your custom calligraphy blend?
up to 65 mailing entries . . . . . one week lettering
66 to 120 mailing entries . . . . . two weeks lettering
121 to 200 mailing entries . . . . . three weeks lettering
201 to 300+ mailing entries . . . . . . four weeks lettering
excluding weekends and standard holidays
all timelines are settled onto the calendar by
confirming availability and making your deposit
in advance so we can hold your spot open for you

Ink

all timelines begin when The Artist’s Hand
accepts your booking deposit, your completed
mailing list, and your blank envelopes
214-240-3880
theinkcafe.com@gmail.com
www.theinkcafe.com

rush timelines are sometimes available
upon inquiry and at an additional fee

